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1. 2°C or not 2°C ?,… is that the question?

2. Quel est le « coût de l’atténuation »?

3. Atténuation du changement climatique et 
sécurité énergétique : deux faces d’une 
même pièce?



Existing infrastructure and the 2°C target

Scenario of CO2 emissions from existing energy 
and transportation infrastructure

“we conclude that sources of the most 
threatening emissions have yet to be 
built.” 

Global mean temperature. 



Existing infrastructure and the 2°C target
� Accounting for « induced » emissions from transport infrastructure (roads…) 

Scenarios of CO2 emissions from existing infrastructure and associated global mean 
temperature increases above pre-industrial level.

Guivarch, C., Hallegatte, S. 2011. ’Existing infrastructure and the 2°C target’. 
Climatic Change 109:801–805. Working paper version

� “To give some room to the future energy services demand, an action on existing 
capital and infrastructure appears necessary.”  



2C or not 2C?

• “Is the 2°C target achievable?” 

• “What should be done with this target that becomes 
increasingly difficult to achieve?”

� Disentangling the key “assumptions”

� Visualizing the 2°C challenge
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• When should global emissions peak?
• What mitigation effort on the long-term?

Rate of Emissions Reduction Necessary to Achieve the 2°C Target as a Function of 
the Peaking Year for Emissions, for climate sensitivity equal to 3°C.
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Historical 
experience
France (1980-85), 
nuclear program.

The highest rate of 
CO2 emissions 
reductions 
historically 
observed in any 
industrialized 
country over a five-
year period.



• When should global emissions peak?
• What mitigation effort on the long-term?
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“Committed 
emissions”

The emissions that 
would occur if 
existing 
infrastructure is 
operated until the 
end of its lifetime.
(Davis et al., 2010; 
Guivarch and 
Hallegatte, 2011)



• When should global emissions peak?
• What mitigation effort on the long-term?

Rate of Emissions Reduction Necessary to Achieve the 2°C Target as a Function of 
the Peaking Year for Emissions, for climate sensitivity equal to 3°C.

Existing “pledges”

(EU -20/-30 , USA)



 

Climate sensitivity 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6%

2°C 2022-2061 2033-2072 2040-2076 2044-2079 2047-2080 2051-2082

2.5°C -- 2013-2015 2020-2028 2025-2035 2029-2039 2031-2042

3°C -- -- -- 2015-2017 2018-2022 2021-2026

3.5°C -- -- -- -- -- 2011-2012

4°C -- -- -- -- -- --

4.5°C -- -- -- -- -- --

rate of decrease after peak

Buying time with measures on non-CO2 gases emissions?

Influence of the climate sensitivity on the link between the peaking year of 
emissions and the rate of emissions decrease after the peak. 

 

Climate sensitivity 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6%

2°C 2029-2100 2038-2100 2043-2100 2047-2100 2050-2100 2052-2100

2.5°C -- 2018-2026 2024-2036 2029-2042 2032-2046 2034-2048

3°C -- -- 2014-2017 2019-2024 2022-2028 2025-2031

3.5°C -- -- -- -- 2013-2014 2015-2017

4°C -- -- -- -- -- --

4.5°C -- -- -- -- -- --

rate of decrease after peak

when efforts on 
non-CO2 gases are 
“doubled” compared 
to RCP3-PD

Testing other assumptions…



Negative emissions to save the day?
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Scenario 2: constant emissions
until 2010 + n, then decrease
by X2 GtC per year

Testing other assumptions…





Guivarch, C. and Hallegatte, S. 2013. ’2°C or not 2°C ?’ Global 
Environmental Change, Vol 23, Issue 1, p 179-192. Working Paper version.
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The point, instead, is that 
drastic cuts in greenhouse gas 
emissions are now within fairly 
easy reach.
So is the climate threat solved? 
Well, it should be. The science is 
solid; the technology is there; 
the economics look far more 
favorable than anyone expected.

[…]the panel says, the world could keep 
carbon concentrations to the requisite level by 
actions that would reduce annual economic 
growth by a mere 0.06 percentage points in 
2100.
These numbers look preposterous. Germany 
and Spain have gone further than most in using 
public subsidies to boost the share of renewable 
energy (though to nothing like 80%) and their 
bills have been enormous: 0.6% of GDP a year 
in Germany and 0.8% in Spain. 

IPCC (2014) WGIII Summary for Policy Makers
mitigation scenarios (450ppm CO2eq in 2100) entail losses in global 
consumption[…] of 1% to 4% in 2030, 2% to 6% in 2050, and 3% to 
11% in 2100 relative to consumption in baseline scenarios that 
grows anywhere from 300% to more than 900% over the century. 
These numbers correspond to an annualized reduction of 
consumption growth by 0.04 to 0.14 (median: 0.06) percentage points 
over the century relative to annualized consumption growth in the 
baselinethat is between 1.6% and 3% per year.
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GDP losses and GDP levels associated with 
mitigation pathways: main sources of uncertainty

• Objective: 
– Study jointly per capita GDP in mitigation scenarios and GDP losses 

with respect to the baseline
– Explore the role of a wide range of socio-economic uncertainties for 

these two measures.

• Method:
Construct and analyze an ensemble of scenarios

– Set an emission reduction objective (eg emissions trajectory leading to 
50% reduction in 2050 wrt 2000)

– Define ex-ante the important drivers of GDP losses and GDP levels
– Run hundreds of scenarios combining uncertainty on these drivers
– Analyze the influence of the different drivers on the two measures with

statistical tools



Imaclim-R model
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… Waisman, H.D., Guivarch, C., Grazi, F., Hourcade, J.-C. 2012. ‘The Imaclim-R Model : Infrastructures, Technical 
Inertia and the Costs of Low Carbon Futures under Imperfect Foresight.’ Climatic Change 114 (1), 101-120.
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2 types of policies to 
reach ~500ppm CO2-eq:
- Carbon price 

revenues recycled to 
households

- Carbon price 
revenues recycled 
through a reduction 
of other taxes

432 policy 
scenarios

2 mitigation scenarios for each baseline



Per-capita GDP and macroeconomic cost are not good
proxy for each other



The most important sources of socio-economic 
uncertainties are different



Conclusions

• Framing matters when answering “what is the cost of climate change 
mitigation?”

• Socio-economic uncertainties are important for the evaluation of mitigation 
costs

– Using only one baseline for policy assessment is insufficient

• The two measures (GDP losses and per capita GDP) are not well correlated 
and not determined by the same uncertain drivers. 

• The choice of the measure therefore affects the main messages that emerge 
from the modelling results

– If the mitigation target is fixed, measuring the cost of mitigation against a 
baseline becomes misleading for policy decisions
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3. Atténuation du changement climatique et 
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Climate policies as a hedge against the uncertainty
on future oil supply

Rozenberg, J., Hallegatte, S., Vogt-Schilb, A., Sassi, 
O., Guivarch, C., Waisman, H., Hourcade, J.-C. 
2010. ‘Climate change and energy security : climate 
policies as a hedge against the uncertainty on future 
oil supply’. Climatic Change, Volume 101, Numbers 
3-4, 663-668.



Would climate policy improve the European energy security?

Vital energy systems Sovereignty 

perspective 

Robustness perspective Resilience perspective 

Total primary energy 
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The energy security, a multi-faceted concept

� How to evaluate future energy security?



Short-term (2025) Medium-term (2050)

Guivarch, C., Monjon, S., Rozenberg, J., Vogt-Schilb, A., 
2015. Climat Change Economics (accepted for publication).



Merci pour votre attention!

Questions?

Quelques liens supplémentaires:

http://www.imaclim.centre-cired.fr/spip.php?article21&lang=fr

• Guivarch, C., Cassen, C. 2015. L’atténuation du changement climatique : 
retour sur le 5e rapport du Giec. La Météorologie 88, 97-105.

guivarch@centre-cired.fr


